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ABSTRACT— Internet is the basic need in todays life.
Sharing of data’s resources files among different group
of user is possible because of the emerging growth of
internet. Once the internet is only for the group of
people works within an organization i.e. it is a
standalone network may or may not connected to the
network. Later everything moved towards a centralized
network. Every user in the network will rely on the
central authority the authority must responsible to
manage maintain and update the user request. And most
importantly the centralized network is established on
the client server exemplary, if particular site can be
requested by an end user the request can be sent to the
server through an user interface ( it may be an web
browser includes Google chrome, Internet explorer,
Mozilla Firefox etc..) then the server gives the data to
an end user. If single point failure occur in the network
the centralized network will fail of course the backup of
data’s can be maintained by an organization which can
have more complexity (time & space) and it is more
expensive too. To overcome the drawbacks in
centralized network this paper explains about the
decentralized internet. It makes everything scattered,
uncensored and anonymous. No central platform
needed to maintain its data it will maintain its own data
to achieve this zeronet can be introduced. Zero net is
python based open source free software which makes
the current network into completely decentralized
network. No central authority is established to maintain
its data instead of this each peer will maintain and
update their own data. Zero net is simply a python
based decentralized web browser.
Index Terms— zeronet, uncensored, anonymous,
decentralized web browser.
INTRODUCTION
Conventional method of accessing networks is depend
on the centralized server it is based on the request and
response protocol if an user request the data the data can
be fetched from the centralized network , web browser
is act as an interface between the client and server. Here
inorder to avoid an impact of centralized network in an
internet decentralized network can be proposed. It
makes everything independent no one will depend on
anyone the idea behind this is the data present is
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anywhere virtually but actually the data is nowhere.
Python based software called zeronet can be used to
achieve the virtuality. The network does not rely on
centralized resources instead of that each user will
maintain their own data the authority of the data must
depend on the individual user who rely on the network.
It makes an user interface decentralized instead of
network. The zeronet is said to be an decentralized web
browser and it is an open source python based software
here the user can create their own site without much
effort and they will be able to maintain it. They will act
as an owner for their own data every other user will able
to access the data but no one will change the data. The
site creation is very easy simply download and extract
the open source package available over an internet.
Decentralized is an emerging technology it simply
reduces the cost of centralization and reduces the fear of
third party to maintain and updates the user data. And
decentralization must create a major impact in future
technology growth because now itself many countries
will start to chain their environment towards
decentralized network.
1. ZERONET
Open
source
decentralized
browser
which
communicates by using different peers without depends
on any centralized serve. Here peers are said to be
different user connected through an internet it changes
the conventional way of accessing an internet into a peer
network. Zeronet works similar to torrent network i.e.
no internet. And the content accessed by an user does
not fetched from any central server instead of that it can
be loaded from the different types of peers that can be
served across the network. So it is clear that the site
cannot be hosted from single server there is no hosting
cost needed and if one site fail the network can still be
served by the different types of seeds present in the
network. Zero net does not have any specific topology
and it is based on the bit torrent network. It also protects
the site to be censored by a government and DMCA
organizations. And zeronet is uncensored network
defines the site in the zeronet can be identified through
an unknown name (uncensorship). And in zeronet the
sites cannot be identified through an IP address, it can
be identified through the public key and public key is a
unique identifier for the different sites. Zeronet serves
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different sites includes zeroplay, zeromail, zerotube,
zerotalk, zeroblog etc.
A. Core concept behind zeronet
Bit domain is the concept behind zeronet. Once an user
download the zeronet based on their system platform
they unzip the downloaded bundle and install the
zeronet. Bit domain will register an user identity in
zeronet . The bit domain registration can be done as
follows
B. Steps to register bit domain
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Download namecoin wallet (name coin is one of
the crypto currency based on the block chain)
Enter new name for your domain in manage name
tab and register your domain name for zeronet.
Configure the zeronet address to configure select
tab custom configuration and enter the content.json
file in custom configuration.
Content.json file present in the downloaded zeronet
package from that we have to select the subdomain
of the site what we want to create ( for example if
an user want to clone zerotalk and zeroblog alone
they want to create the content.json file with
respect to zerotalk and zeroblog) content.json file
can be illustrated in the figure 1.1.
If content.json file is registered in a bit domain then
an user name is registered in the zeronet site.
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hosted system. If they want to get their own sites for
example if they want to create their own blog based on
their interest it is also possible by using the zeronet. Site
creation can be done through the following steps.
A.

Steps to create zeronet sites

1.

Clone the zeronet site i.e. if u want to create
zeroblog clone the zeroblog and update it.
2. Once the update was done, open zero bundle in
command prompt.
3. Type zeronet siteCreate in command prompt this
will create private key and public key for registered
bit domain. This can be exemplified in the figure
1.2
4. Have you secured your private key enter yes for
the above query if command prompt display an
above question the site can be created.
5. Copy the owners site address generated in the
zeronet bundle.
6. Again if you want to know the public and private
key of your domain enter your identity address in
wrap wallet it will automatically generate the
public and private key based on the scrypt and
SHA algorithm.
7. If peer wants to rename the public address means
they change it because the public key (public
address ) can be used to access the particular site
through this the data can be viewed and identified.
8. Once the user creates site they will publish the site
by edit index.html file present in the zeronet
bundle.
9. Only the owner of the site will edit the site because
owner only knows the private key of the particular
site.
10. Through that private key only the site can be edit.
So unknown peer cannot change the user’s data.

Fig 1 Content JSON For ZeroBlog and ZeroTalk
2. How Zeronet Works
Once a user registers their domain using namecoin
wallet they get an identity to access their own zeronet
sites. They get their blog and talk websites in their
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Fig 2 Zeronet Site Creation Using Command Prompt
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By using the above steps every peer will create and
publish their own sites in the zeronet network.
3. ZERONET TORRENT
Zeronet enabled TOR (The Onion Router) network i.e. it
hides an original internet protocol address of the user by
two level of encryption. If an user sends a data over the
internet traffic it done the encryption by using elliptic
curve cryptography (which immune to brute force
attack) once the first level of encryption is done the
encrypted data will again enter into a rely node here
second level of encryption can be done using the same
cryptographic algorithm and then the data will move
towards the recipient now, destination knows only its
previous node the origin of data can be difficult to
identified. This is how tor network hide user IP address
from the network. Zero net also offers this kind of
anonymous network which hides user identity from
different peers in the network. The TOR can be enabled
by simply entering the tab present on the right side of
the zeronet sites. TOR architecture contains three types
of layers includes Guard , Middle, Exit. Initially the data
send from the sender will enter into the guard here first
level encryption will occur and guard is also said to be
an entry node which can be randomly chosen among the
different numbers of peers exits in the network. Once
the middle node get an encrypted data which could also
be chosen randomly, the middle node again done the
second level of encryption and send it to the exit node.
And finally exit node will unencrypt the data and send it
to the destination node. This level of nested encryption
is said to be an onion router network. The TOR network
can be illustrated in the below fig 1.3
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And bit torrent network can be used to download the
data from the different peers. The network contains two
types of nodes namely seeds and peers. The seed
contains 100% of data and once the node can have the
full downloaded data this will act as a seeding node to
other peers. The network structure for bit torrent is
illustrated in the fig 1.4.

Fig 4 Bit torrent network
4. ZERONET Sites
A. ZEROBLOG: Once you publish your blog in the
zeronet site multiple peer will access the data from
the blog through the public address site. And the
site can be updated automatically.
B. ZEROMAIL: It is a decentralized messaging site.
In order to improve privacy end to end encryption
can be used in zero mail. Initially user has to create
their identity in zero mail as like the normal Gmail.
Using AES 256 the message can be encrypted.
C. ZEROCHAT: It is a real time chat application
which can create their own messages and distribute
messages over the network. It is a server-less chat
application and records can be retrieved in real time
D. ZEROME: It is twitter resembling societal
network where the user can store data’s and post
their command over the network.If user wants to
craft their personal sites it is also possible by using
zeronet.
5. CONCLUSION
Zeronet makes everything as a decentralized network. It
changes the future internet into a decentralized network
and the security for the network is provided using bit
coin cryptography. The block chain is used as a security

Fig 3 TOR network
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for zero net networks. Block chain is a highly secure
decentralized based database which is transparent to
every user in the network. But the data cannot be edit by
the user the data can be changed only by an owner. So
zeronet is highly secure and uncensorship network
which can be easily accessed by an end user.
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